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You never say please, you never
say thank you.
- Don’t be an idiot, thank you…

Â‡È„ÈÂÂ‰†˙„Â·Ú†ÍÂ˙Ó†ÌÈÈÂÓÈ„
¢˙ÂÏ˜†¯˙È·†ËÏ˘†„ÎÂÏÓ†‡Ï†ÔÂÓ‰¢

Images from the video
“A Divided Crowd is Dominated More Easily”

ÈÙ·†ÏÎ˙Ò‰Ï†‚‰Ó†ÈÏ†È˙È˘Ú†È˙Â„ÏÈ†˙ÂÓÈ†Ê‡Ó†¨È„È„È¢
˙ÂÚÈ·˘·†ÌÈÎÈÈÁÓ†ÌÈ·¯†ÆÌÈ„Â˜È¯‰†˙·Á¯Ï†ÌÈ‡·‰†‰Ï‡
‰Ï‡Î†˘È†ÆË˜˘·†ÌÈÏÏ˜ÓÂ†ÌÈÙ†ÌÈˆÈÓÁÓ†ÌÈ¯Á‡†ÆÔÂˆ¯
ÛÂÒ–ÛÂÒ†˜ÒÙÈ˙†‰˜ÈÊÂÓ‰˘†ÌÈÏÏÙ˙Ó†¨ÌÈ·Â„Î†ÌÈÚ‰
¨ÈÙÂÈ·†¨ÔÁ·†ÌÈ„˜Â¯‰†˘ÈÂ†ÌÓÂ˜ÓÏ†¯ÂÊÁÏ†ÂÏÎÂÈÂ
‰Ï‡Î†Ì‚†˘È†ÆÌÏÂÚÏ†Ï„Á˙†‡Ï†‰˜ÈÊÂÓ‰˘†ÌÈ˜˜Â˙˘ÓÂ
ÂÓÎ†¨˙ÂÓÂ‚Ú†Ì‰ÈÙÂ†Ì‰È˙Â‡ÒÈÎÏ†ÌÈ¯ÓÒÓ·†ÌÈ„ÂÓˆ‰
Æ¢ÏÏÎ†„Â˜¯Ï†ÌÈÚ„ÂÈ†ÌÈ‡†‰Ï‡†ÆÌÈ·†Ì‰È˙ÂÈÙÒ†ÏÎ†ÂÚ·Ë
“My friend, ever since I was a child, I used to
observe the faces of the people on the dance floor.
Many smile contentedly. Others look sour and
grumble under their breath. There are those who
move like bears, praying for the music to finally
stop so they can go back to their seats, and there
are those who dance gracefully, beautifully, wishing
the music would never stop. There are also those
who are nailed to their chairs with gloomy
are the ones who cannot dance at all.”
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expressions, as if their ship had sunk at sea. These

The question “Are you in control of your life?” is
echoed in a Wild West scene, a setting ostensibly
devoid of rules, a no-man’s-land outside of culture.
The set is centered around the town’s clown who
asks the viewers to applaud the Good Guy and boo
the Bad Guy. The question directed at the viewers
is part of the role playing game – like the self-test
questionnaire and the clichés that appeared in the
previous section of the work – transforming the
individual into a group, and the group into a crowd
in the public sphere.

Good Guy
Bad Guy

‰ˆÒ·†˙„‰„‰Ó†¢øÍÈÈÁ†ÏÚ†‰ËÈÏ˘·†‰˙‡†Ì‡‰¢†‰Ï‡˘‰
‡Â‰˘†‰Ê†¨ÚÂ¯Ù‰†·¯ÚÓ‰†Ï˘†ÌÈÓÂÏÈˆ†¯˙‡†ÚÈÙÂÓ†‰·˘
ÊÎ¯Ó·†Æ˙Â·¯˙Ï†ıÂÁÓ†¯ÙÒ†¯ÂÊÈ‡†¨ÌÈ˜ÂÁ†‡ÏÏ†‰¯Â‡ÎÏ
˙Â‡È¯˜·†Ï·˜Ï†ÌÈÙÂˆ‰Ó†˘˜·Ó‰†‰¯ÈÈÚ‰†ÔˆÈÏ†¯˙‡‰
ÆBad Guy≠‰†˙‡†ÊÂ·†˙Â‡È¯˜·Â†Good Guy≠‰†˙‡†„Â„ÈÚ
¨ÌÈ„È˜Ù˙‰†˜Á˘Ó†˙¯‚ÒÓ·†ÌÈÙÂˆ‰†Ï‡†˙ÈÙÂÓ‰†‰Ï‡˘‰
˙Â‡˘ÈÏ˜‰†ÂÓÎÂ†˙ÈÓˆÚ‰†‰ÈÁ·‰†ÔÂÏ‡˘·†˙ÂÏ‡˘‰†ÂÓÎ
Ë¯Ù‰†˙‡†ÌÈÎÙÂ‰†¨‰„Â·Ú‰†Ï˘†Ì„Â˜‰†‰˜ÏÁ·†ÂÚÈÙÂ‰˘
ÆÈ¯Â·Èˆ‰†·Á¯Ó·†ÔÂÓ‰Ï†‰ˆÂ·˜‰†˙‡Â†¨‰ˆÂ·˜Ï

Sharon Stone, department stores and masses of
cars as representations of a capitalist consumerist
culture. Lilti refers here to the Althusserian link
between the reproduction of the subject’s selfperception as autonomous and the reproduction of
capitalism. According to that perception, the
fundamental task of capitalist ideology is to

˙Â·¯˙†Ï˘†ÌÈ‚ÂˆÈÈÎ†¨˙ÂÈÂÎÓ†˙ÂÓÈ¯ÚÂ†˙ÂÈÂÁ†¨ÔÂËÒ†ÔÂ¯˘
¯˘˜Ï†Ô‡Î†ÒÁÈÈ˙Ó†ÈËÏÈÏ†·‡ÈÏ‡†Æ˙ÈËÒÈÏËÈÙ˜†‰ÎÈ¯ˆ
ÂÓˆÚ†˙‡†Ë˜ÈÈ·ÂÒ‰†˙ÒÈÙ˙†˜Â˙Ú˘†ÔÈ·˘†È¯ÊÂ˙Ï‡‰
‰˙ÓÈ˘Ó†¨ÂÊ†‰ÒÈÙ˙†ÈÙ–ÏÚ†ÆÌÊÈÏËÈÙ˜‰†˜Â˙Ú˘Â†ÈÓÂÂËÂ‡Î
˙‡†Ì„˜Ï†‡È‰†˙ÈËÒÈÏËÈÙ˜‰†‰È‚ÂÏÂ‡„È‡‰†Ï˘†˙È„ÂÒÈ‰
ÆÌÈÈÓÂÂËÂ‡Â†ÌÈÈ˘ÙÂÁ†ÌÈÎÂÒ†ÂÁ‡˘†˙ÈÚËÂÓ‰†‰ÒÈÙ˙‰

promote the misconception that we are free,
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autonomous agents.

The figure of the homeless man, as someone who
lives on the street, transforms the public sphere
into one big home. The inscription
accompanying his entry into the video piece
reads: “Learn social dances in the privacy of your
home” – an oxymoron.

·Á¯Ó‰†˙‡†˙ÎÙÂ‰†¨·ÂÁ¯·†¯‚˘†‰ÊÎÎ†¨ÒÏÓÂ‰‰†Ï˘†Â˙ÂÓ„
Â˙ÒÈÎ†˙‡†‰ÂÂÏÓ‰†˙¯˙ÂÎ‰†ÆÏÂ„‚†„Á‡†˙È·Ï†È¯Â·Èˆ‰
Í˙È··†„Â˜¯Ï†„ÓÏ¢†∫˙¯ÓÂ‡†Ë¯‡–Â‡È„ÈÂÂÏ†ÒÏÓÂ‰‰†Ï˘
Æ˙ÈÓÈÙ†‰¯È˙Ò†Æ¢ÌÈÈ˙¯·Á†ÌÈ„Â˜È¯
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The larger the crowd and the more it
squeezes together and unites, the
more dangerous it can be. A divided
crowd is dominated more easily!

A Divided Crowd is Dominated More Easily Eliav Lilti
liav Lilti’s videoart work begins with amateur
dance partners moving elegantly across a
ballroom dance floor. They believe that
their conduct is a free choice, and that
their movement expresses art’s capacity to
set one free. Against the backdrop of the
group dancing, dance instructions and
definitions pertaining to human behavior
in the public sphere emerge. Throughout
the video, tension is maintained between
the subject’s construction and his selfperception as free, vis-à-vis the lingual
systems that constitute him as a social
being.
Subsequently the figure of a homeless
person appears, helplessly leaning on the
stairs of an apartment building on the
street. The voiceover accompanying the
gesture of the hand, which the homeless
man drops loosely, time and again, reports:
“Danny Shmueli was born into the world
of dance… His parents say that at the age

of five he had already danced the waltz…
He played in the IDF Orchestra, and later
on opened a studio for ballroom dancing
in Ramat Gan…”. The homeless person
lacks motor skills; he is deconstructed,
dependent, outside of language, outside
the Law and society. The voiceover text
and the fictive biography, which is later
accompanied by dance instructions and
cliches, lend him an identity, a biography,
a language.
Lilti delves into the potential of
violence inherent in the movement of a
crowd within a space. Texts that float like
subtitles atop a sequence of images
extracted from dance self-instruction
books, maintain that: “The larger the
crowd and the more it squeezes together
and unites, the more dangerous it can
be – a divided crowd is dominated more
easily!”
Subsequently, the individual who

becomes a group and the group that
becomes a crowd are the addressees of a
self-test questionnaire. The questionnaire
introduced as a voice-over is directed at
the passersby in third person singular
masculine: Do you want to have control
over your life?, furnishing the addressee
with an illusion of independence,
individuality and control.
Lilti’s video piece addresses social
premises and the ways in which they
govern the individual and the crowd. The
self-test questionnaire, the rules of
etiquette, the guide for ballroom dancing,
the world of dance, culture and art – all
these constitute man as a social subject,
while focusing on the categories
underlying the system of power relations.
As the voiceover concluding the work
asserts: “You never say please, you never
say thank you. / Don’t be an idiot, thank
you.”

